Year 5/6 Homework
Week beginning 4th December 2017
Weekly Reminders




Our PE this week is on Monday and Tuesday. Trainers and PE kit should be in school every day.

Well done for all your Advent Prayers: I look forward to hearing a new prayer every day.



RE/English
As part of our RE work, we will be finding out about some of Jesus’ ancestors.
1. This week you need to research what the Jesse Tree is. Write a paragraph about the Jesse
Tree.
2. Choose a character from the Jesse Tree and write a short report about the character. What
is their symbol? What is significant about them? This will go into your RE Book or onto our RE
display board.
3. Design a symbol for your character. This symbol needs to hang from the branches of a tree so
needs to be double-sided and about the size of a jam-jar lid. This will be displayed by the RE
Board.
Reading
1. You should be reading regularly for pleasure.
2. You should have the username and password for the online reading program ReadTheory. This
week you need to complete activities. As with anything online, if you are concerned about
anything then tell an adult.
Maths
Complete the Square it up problem. Draw 3 of the different attempts and your final answer
(or glue down your straws to show your attempts).
Reasoning – write down what your starting point was.
Spellings
1. This week you are going to continue learning Wordlist 26 spelling. You need to practise the
third (last column) set words and you will be tested on them next week. Remember that it
is important that you try to use these words or spelling patterns in order for you to be
able to spell them in a wider range of contexts – not just in a test!
You need to learn the new words (in Bold) in the final column. The other words in the
column should be words that you already know so make sure that you do. (Regular daily
practice is important.)
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